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The will
to explore

There’s a big, wide, world out there –
beyond the studio, beyond your front
door. We talk to two photographers who
took the plunge and headed out into
the great unknown, as part of Raleigh
International’s worldwide projects.
They discovered a great deal about
themselves along the way

L

ife is nothing but surprises. A pretty big one
was to hear that portrait photographer Saraya
Cortaville had given up a successful studio
business and disappeared off to Africa. Why would
you do that? Think about all the vast inputs of time
and energy that have gone into the development of the
business, the marketing, the client base. Excuse the use
of the phrase but… OMG!
This was honestly the initial reaction to the
news that Saraya was off somewhere in the back
of beyond working as a volunteer photo
grapher / manager for Raleigh International
– an organisation that takes hundreds of
young people away to generally far-flung
corners of the globe to build schools,
dig wells and carry out similar infrastruc
ture improvements. Along the way, the
volunteers, called ‘venturers’,
get a life-affirming experience. The
same tends to be true for the
photographers, too. g
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Contrast these scenes with a busy
‘normal’ day in the studio and anyone with
a spirit of adventure still nuturing photo
graphic ambition can be excused ‘just get
ting out there’. Saraya explains the situation:
‘I was looking to get out of my studio as,
deep down, I wasn’t satisfied with what my
professional life had become and sometimes
you should be careful what you wish for – it
kind of just happened. I needed something
special, something big to move me on. I’d
moved house a bit further away from my
studio and the commute was getting me
down. I began thinking that maybe the
studio wasn’t right for me after all – indeed,
after everything I had put into it.’

Although it sounds a bit simplistic, Saraya’s first
big step was to sit down… and google ‘voluntary
photographers’. It was a move that set a long process
into action: ‘I applied a whole year before I went out to
Tanzania with Raleigh International,’ says Saraya, ‘and I
knew for certain that I had a place at the end of the May
before setting of in January this year.’ In other words, she
must have had plenty of time to doubt her every move.
But the appeal was strong: ‘I looked into five different
possible project countries. I’d been to Asia and generally
travelled a bit before but I hadn’t been to “proper”
Africa – the thought of that was new and exciting.’
Saraya formed part of the communications team in
Tanzania, paired with a writer and based centrally in the
country. They travelled around the various individual
projects taking place and documented everything to
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provide media to update their blogs, get
information back home to the parents and
advertising media for the charity. However
it wasn’t much like the daily commute she’d
grown to dread. Saraya says: ‘Every single
day was different. We might spend two days
travelling on buses to get to a project site,
and then we’d be working with the ventur
ers and attending community meetings.
My photographic time was split between
covering the work the team was doing, and
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communicating the context and environment
everything was set in.’
It couldn’t have been an easy transition, how
ever: ‘I don’t know if I could say what my prior
expectations were beyond fear. Of course I won
dered what it would be like on the ground, but
I was really scared of what it was I had done – I
was shutting down my way of making a living
entirely with nothing on the other side, no safety
net if I didn’t like it or couldn’t cope with the
living standards. I was going away and that was

that. My mind was full of questions… rather
like starting school all over again: was I going to
make friends (I wasn’t coming back until May)?
Was I going to be any good at the job? Could I
cope, living a very basic existence in a developing
country? But once I made it there and jumped
in, it was easily one of the best things I have
ever done.’
At the beginning of the four-month assign
ment there was a detailed briefing session but
then Saraya would be self-managing: ‘We were

given a rough outline of where we were
allowed to go and we had time constraints
within which we had to return to base – that
was the only location where internet access
was available. We had project completions to
attend and community days that were prearranged. At some point I had to get over
the fear of being away in a strange land and
start using the wonderful visual opportuni
ties that were staring me in the face. You
sink or swim.’
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Before embarking on the trip, Saraya ad
mits to stress and worry: ‘I did obsess about
closing the studio. But I just realised I’d be
doing the same work in ten years’ time and
know that it wasn’t for me. To be fair, it’s
been so much better since I’ve been back – I
let go of the overhead of a studio once and
for all and now solely work on location. I
needed a bit of a kick up the behind – I was
simply going through the motions, getting
stale. This decision made all the difference.’
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And whilst she was away, was it hard to
switch off from everything at home? She says:
‘Not at all – I didn’t think about work back
home when I was in Tanzania. There were links
in that almost all of my clients helped by
sponsoring me. I raised £2,500 through my
clients just to get me to Tanzania. I had no
particular intentions of going home and doing
the same type of work again, but it was amazing
to realise how much they wanted to support me
and help out with what I wanted to do.

I think for me on a personal level that was a bit
of a surprise and yet another element of what I
discovered through this whole process.’
Living conditions on the trip for managers
and venturers alike were very, very basic.
They had to dig their own toilet facilities and
build their own showers. Saraya comments:
‘Perhaps this was what I was “most” afraid of:
no washing facilities! The experience has made
me so appreciative of what we do have. We had
to purify our water everywhere we went. Pretty

much everything in day-to-day life that we
take for granted was just not available. But
we had to get on an dig in. Part of our role
was to gee up the venturers, especially when
times were a bit more difficult but it was
great how people mucked in and cared for
each other. By the end, none of us really
wanted to come home!’
The projects in Tanzania ranged from
building an early learning centre in one
village where 80 per cent of the mums had
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aids, to building a kitchen at a school so the
children didn’t leave at lunch time. Then
there were wells and water pipeways, leader
ship building and community resilience.
But what about photographically? Saraya
says: ‘It was really different for me and I
most enjoyed the more artistic elements
whilst my core work was the project cover
age, my brief to fulfil. The challenges were
always present for both types of picture
I wanted. The communities were very
welcoming of me but in their culture your
taking of their image is thought to be steal
ing their soul. It would take time at a project
site to establish trust but it did happen and
I’m pleased with the pictures I came back
with for myself – you just always yearn for
more time.’
Saraya took a basic kit of a camera body,
a few lenses, periferals and a laptop: ‘Most
of the time I slept on it – you try to be as
careful as you can but in the end everything
I took with me is now knackered! But that’s
the way it is… I think many photographers
have struggled who have tried to do it on an
absolute minimum of equipment. After all,
none of it means anything in reality.’
So what has changed, now Saraya is
back at home and work? ‘Coming home
was a shock to the system – the beauty of
Africa was that you didn’t know anything
for certain but you were always busy. Now
there’s that self-motivation to find. I take
pictures differently since the trip… my
work has changed: I observe better; I make
a definite decision to take a picture; the
pace has come down. Raleigh International
has been life changing: how I now go about
work, relationships and view life is all for the
better. I have a broader view of life and work
so I’d say be brave and go for it – I did spend
too much time worrying about it and now I
would definitely go back again.’ tP
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#2 James King

J

ames King, aka ‘Jungle Jim’, is a
writer, designer and photographer
with a passion for adventure. Seven
teen years ago he landed head-first in the
darkest depths of the Borneo rainforest,
as a venturer on Raleigh International’s
Expedition 98I to Brunei and Sabah. This
expedition changed his life forever. From
that moment on, his passion, wonder and
curiosity for the ‘adventurous’ world was
ignited – the need to explore the unknown
and to find out what’s around the next
corner. Life was waiting for him to seize it
and turn his experiences into something
dynamic... to find a way to tell his story.
He picks up the tale:
like Don McCullin,
‘ Photographers
Steve McCurry and the pages of National

Geographic and Lonely Planet have always
inspired me to just get out there and see the
world for what it really is. From the gritty
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troubles of Cambodia’s past to the sandy wastes
of the Erg Chebbi Sand Dunes in Morocco –
these are just two of the fabulous places I have
been lucky enough to experience in life and
which have left a lasting impression on my soul.
It is what makes me, me... diving into life’s chal
lenges with passion and drive, I want to experi
ence the rich, the poor, the happy and the sad...
Fifteen years after Borneo, I decided to
rekindle my love of the jungle and take time out
from my design career, throwing myself into the
role of photographer on Raleigh International’s
Expedition 13H to Costa Rica in the summer
of 2013.
Photography is a invaluable resource to re
cruit new venturers and managers, publicise the
work of Raleigh International, attract funding
and sponsors and enhance the memories and
experiences of the volunteers as they participate
in a unique exchange of cultures and get to
know some incredible people they would not
otherwise have the chance to meet.

Sixty-six days of photographic adventure
ensued in the rolling green hills and jungles of
Costa Rica. Forget the luxury hotels and tourist
trails... this was real life experienced to the max
shared with a whole host of creepy crawlies,
howler monkeys, hummingbirds, a remote
indigenous Borucan community, a dilapidated
jungle prison island and 52 venturers aged
between 17 and 24.
The one thing I had learnt about a Raleigh
International expedition was to be totally open
minded, adaptable and ready to take on what
ever is thrown at you. People may think it is
easy to just “go and take some photos” but every
day posed a new challenge from trying to keep
the camera safe from the elements, trying to
capture “the” moment, keeping one step ahead
of the teams and just when you think your work
is done you spend hours long into the night
processing everything you have captured.
For me, expedition 13H included several
amazing projects including a visit to the Cabo

Blanco scientific reserve on the tip of the
Nicoya Peninsula, Carara National Park, a
school building project in the illusive village
of Duserinak, hidden deep in the remote
indigenous Chirripo National Park and a
five-day adventure trek into the beautiful
rolling hills of La Cangreja National Park.
My favourite was the community project
in a tiny remote village called Mayal, hid
den in the mists of the Boruca indigenous
tribal area in southern Costa Rica near the
border with Panama. The Boruca are a tribal
people who keep themselves to themselves
in their farming community, renowned for
their mysterious Dance of the Little Devils
and their ornate bolsa Masks.
The comedor (dining hall) system allows
students attending school to receive a daily
meal paid for by the government. However,
this funding is only available if schools have
a usable building. In Mayal, the school’s
comedor had fallen into disrepair and
g
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could no longer be used by the children.
Whilst the community were working on
re-building the school, Raleigh volunteers
joined the local effort and built a brand new
comedor, so encouraging students back to
education.
The finale of my Costa Rican jungle ad
venture was to spend three days document
ing a Survival Challenge, castaway on the
dilapidated Costa Rican jungle prison island
of San Lucas. An island haunted by fear and
sorrow, it is most remembered for being the
site of Costa Rica’s version of Devils Island
where the most dangerous criminals spent
their final years. The graffiti-ridden prison
was shut in 1991 due to inhumane condi
tions – it has since been slowly devoured by
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the jungle and over-run by its resident howler
monkeys. Renovations of the prison have re
cently started by the Costa Rican government.
Fifteen project managers and 52 venturers
completed three days of fire-making, problem
solving, raft building and jungle survival across
different sites on the island... and all this with
no electricity or even a sit-down toilet!
All my experiences, adventures and travels
– some behind the camera – have shown me
that there is more to life than what you take
for granted day to day. I want to inspire other
people with a passion for photography to do
something different, out of their comfort zone,
outside of normal work and life – to value other
people and cultures whilst experiencing some
thing new and previously unknown. Don’t just

settle for the easy life, push your photographic
boundaries and dive in to an adventure of a life
time. Discover your own spirit of adventure…
James King
http://werangutan.photoshelter.com

I

t was only a matter of time before James
realised his destiny was to combine all he
had learnt and make something of his wild
ideas. Taking inspiration from the people he had
met and the places he had visited, the mythol
ogy and local legends surrounding his own
experiences of surviving in the darkest depths
of the Borneo rainforest, the fictional story
of ‘Jungle Jim and the Shadows of Kinabalu’
emerged. It is the beginning of an epic

’

adventure that
mixes ancient
mythology with
a little monster
bashing madness,
topped off with a
sparkle of magic to
save the world (as we
know it) from total
destruction – and it’s
a great read to boot!
http://www.trouba
dor.co.uk/book_info.
asp?bookid=3512
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